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Themes

- Task authorship
- Task ranking
- Open gov
Task Authorship: Progress

- Hangout last Wednesday
  - Focus on variance of task authorship and task quality
  - Launched pilot study (Thank you to volunteers!)

- Began methods section writeup
Task Authorship:  I like / I wish
Provide task creation templates for requesters

~Team westcoastsfcr

• I like:
  • The idea of comparing results between task design with/without templates  ~@akshansh47
  • The idea of exploring the use of templates in reducing requester variance.  ~@dcthompson

• I wish:
  • We add a small video for requester to learn how to design a task  ~@akshansh47
  • We could run a follow up study … to generate a few different types of templates for different types of tasks. Then we could run another user study to see which template is more effective for that particular task.  ~@tgotfrid
Measure variance in task author & task quality

~Team BPHC

• I like:
  • The experimental design ~@akshansh47
  • The examples and data sets described ~@dcthompson

• I wish:
  • You introduced some poorly designed tasks to workers of different level of expertise. Maybe highly rated workers still perform well despite the task design. ~@akshansh47
  • Think through which tasks are to be used talk collectively about the 'spread' of the tasks? ~@dcthompson
Task Ranking: Progress

- Hangout last Wednesday
  - Focus: Build task feed that relies on information about workers and requesters that they might not otherwise share, or not share accurately.
    - Reputation
    - Hourly Rate
    - Rejection Information

- Began system section writeup
Task Ranking: I like / I wish
Have requesters tag task while authoring

~@nalinc

• I like:
  • How you try to address all of the worker's varying needs/preferences and that they can change, even for the same worker ~@shreygupta
  • How you have described the problem, time intensive and not-so time-intensive tasks; and the tagging feature. ~@vrinda1994

• I wish:
  • You had focused more on how to calculate the 'Performance factors' you mentioned. ~@vrinda1994
  • That Boomerang could somehow take into account not only requester/worker quality but also task (and worker proficiency with that task category) ~@shreygupta
Tagging of workers for particular attributes

~ Team Bits

- I wish:
  - That influence on both sides, the endorsing side and the endorsed side, can be decided fairly so that workers will not hesitate to endorse someone really good.  
    ~@xi-chen
  
  - That we could automatically endorse workers based on the work they have done and the ratings they have received.  
    ~@shreygupta

  - That the workers know about the true ability of each other, knowing that they often don't work together  
    ~@saynaparsi
Open Gov Progress
Design Test Flight: Guild Designs
How a requester will post task

A requester has the option of posting a task to the general pool or to a particular guild.
How a requester will post task

He can select a guild or post to a general pool

- Task Authoring
  - to guild
    - Search guilds
    - Following are the list of available guilds populated based on type of task you are posting
      - Guild 1
      - Guild 2
      - Guild 3
  - to general pool

- Upload a spreadsheet to create a copy of this task for each row

@alipta
Task feed view for a worker under a guild

For a worker under a guild the task feed view will be as below. Since a guild owner will assign task to a worker the assigned task will come at the top of the list, however the worker can have access to other tasks too.
Dashboard view of a Guild Owner

Guild owner can assign tasks to workers who are part of that guild, below is the Dashboard view.
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BobbyYibs

Member since 2015-01-11

Financial Accounts

Earnings $0.00

Deposits $0.00

 ACTIONS

Date of Birth: Not Available
Address: Not Available
Nationality: Not Available

Worker Stats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill (skill title)</th>
<th>Experience (in Years)</th>
<th>Reputation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OCR</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Edit

Suggestions

Skills

- Graphic Designer
- C++
- Research
Research engineering